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MEYRA Group accelerates financial consolidation with Jedox

Executive Summary
With the MEYRA Group continuing 
to expand under private equity 
ownership, the Office of Finance 
was under increasing pressure to 
accelerate its financial reporting and 
consolidation. The global pandemic 
intensified this requirement. 
Replacing its previous Excel-based 
approach with Jedox Financial 
Consolidation has removed the 
need for two Finance team members 
to simplify reporting data, while 
automating the consolidation 
process will also release five days 
of the Group Chief Accountant’s 
time each month that was previously 
spent reconciling the group’s inter-
company balance sheet and P&L. 

Facts Overview

Customer
MEYRA Group

Region
Poland, Germany EMEA

Industry
Healthcare – Medical Devices

Department
Finance and Business Operations

Application
Jedox Financial Consolidation 
Model

Jedox unlocks greater insight and frees Finance team from time-consuming manual tasks

The Organisation
MEYRA is one of the world’s leading manufacturers and suppliers of 
wheelchairs and rehabilitation aids. The company’s broad portfolio ranges from 
basic mobility support through to complex electric wheelchairs that cost over 
€30,000. MEYRA is based in Kalldorf, Germany (headquarters) and Łódź, Poland 
(group consolidation team) and is part of the MEYRA Group of companies, with 
operations in 9 different countries across Europe and in China.

Business Challenge
MEYRA Group is made up of 20 different entities, with an ongoing M&A focus 
that ensures the company’s structure is constantly evolving as the business 
grows. This complexity also extends to the group’s ownership as MEYRA Group 
was acquired by H.I.G. Capital in December 2019.

As a result, MEYRA Group’s Finance team was finding it challenging to 
gather a timely and accurate picture of its overall financial performance, with 
the consolidation of reports across the group proving particularly complex. 
According to MEYRA Group’s Finance Director for CEE, Mariusz Gierałt: “we’re 
a global organization with lots of complexity, so it has always been important 
for us to have a single point of the truth across the business. While our previous 
financial consolidation process worked well, we knew it was taking too long and 
consuming far too much of our Group Chief Accountant’s time.”

MEYRA’s existing consolidation process involved the production of financial 
information using pre-defined Excel templates. Two Finance team specialists 
then had to work on simplifying this data, before the Group Chief Accountant 
was able to consolidate this data in line with international financial reporting 
standards. Initially, the MEYRA finance team was tasked with conducting this 
process by the 25th day of the following month – however this has now been 
accelerated to the 15th day by the group’s financial equity owners.
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Selecting the Jedox Financial Consolidation Model
“Pressures to accelerate our financial reporting process meant we were already 
considering the issue before the pandemic began to impact our business,” 
explained Mariusz. “Our goals were clearly to speed up consolidation and 
ensure we meet regulatory requirements, but we also wanted to gain much 
better financial insight into our group performance – particularly as we worked 
to protect the business against the impact of the pandemic.”

MEYRA’s Finance team decided that a configurable software solution would 
help the group in terms of shortening its reporting cycle and improving the 
accuracy of data. According to Mariusz: “we looked at a number of different 
options and decided to investigate the Jedox Financial Consolidation Model 
after recommendations from our colleagues in Germany. After initial analysis, 
it quickly became clear that Jedox could help us to deliver far greater levels of 
insight into our operations.”

Accelerating consolidation with Jedox
Working with the Jedox Financial Consolidation Model will help MEYRA Group 
to accelerate its financial reporting, replacing the time spent on preparing 
consolidated financial statements using Excel with an efficient automated 
process. The monthly consolidation process previously required two Finance 
team members each month to spend time simplifying data from the business. 
Additionally, MEYRA’s Group Chief Accountant had to set aside five days every 
month to reconcile the group’s inter-company balance sheet and P&L.

“With Jedox Financial Consolidation automating this activity, MEYRA will benefit 
from both shorter reporting cycles and a much greater accuracy of data. Jedox 
Financial Consolidation will provide us with a single version of the truth across 
the business and provide MEYRA Group with much more transparency in terms 
of reporting,” added Mariusz Gierałt. “More importantly, Jedox will also ensure 
that consolidation and reporting can now become just steps in our broader 
financial workflow – freeing both the Financial team and our different business 
operations to focus their efforts on deeper analysis and strategic business 
activities.”

Extending Jedox deployment with the addition of budgeting and 
sales reporting
Following the successful deployment of Jedox Financial Consolidation, MEYRA 
will now extend its Jedox deployment with budgeting and sales reporting to 
replace its previous Excel-based approach. By integrating consolidation and 
financial reporting with budgeting and sales reporting, MEYRA will soon benefit 
from a single platform for group-wide performance management and decision 
support.

Why Jedox?

 ` Highly configurable, pre-built 
solution that supports rapid 
deployment

 ` Impressive ease-of-use makes 
financial consolidation much 
more accessible

 ` Helps MEYRA Group bring 
together multiple financial 
statements while reducing 
the hours of work and manual 
processes previously needed 

 ` Automates complex 
consolidation for MEYRA 
Group, meeting international 
standards such as IFRS 

“We are finding the Jedox 
Financial Consolidation Model 
easy-to-use, meeting all our 
reporting requirements while 
also significantly reducing 
the time needed to prepare 
consolidated statements 
and meet our regulatory 
requirements. We were so 
impressed that we’re now 
moving forward with Jedox 
for our budgeting and sales 

reporting.”   
 
Mariusz Gieralt 
Finance Director CEE 
Meyra Group

Jedox Partner

Based in Warsaw, Poland, UHY 
ECA Advisory helps the Office of 
Finance to make their finance digital 
transformation easier and faster. 

UHY ECA Advisory offers a 
comprehensive FP&A as a service 
working with Jedox solutions.
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